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With the recent discovery of superconductivity at 203 K in H~2~S under pressure^[@CR1]^, it has been demonstrated impressively that high temperature superconductivity can be achieved not only in strongly correlated electron systems, but may also be realized by tuning the Debye temperature and the electronic density of states on the Fermi level in materials with light atoms and strong covalent bonds. Quasi-1D carbon structures are good candidates because the one-dimensionality causes van Hove singularities in the electronic density of states, and the recent progress in the fabrication of carbyne^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^ offers new opportunities. Indeed, superconductivity at \~15 K has already been reported in thin carbon nanotubes^[@CR5]^. However, while the van Hove singularities in nanowires, nanotubes or atomic chains in the one dimensional (1D) limit can under certain circumstances cause very high electronic densities of states at the Fermi level, the low dimensionality is highly unfavorable for applications if they become superconducting. The low dimensionality strongly enhances fluctuations in the phase of the superconducting order parameter that causes phase slip events in a 1D structure and a non-zero resistance at any finite temperature^[@CR6]^. This is well described by the Langer-Ambegaokar-McCumber-Halperin (LAMH) theory^[@CR6],[@CR7]^ and has been demonstrated in numerous experiments^[@CR6],[@CR7]^. However, there is one way out of this dilemma: to arrange the 1D elements to form an array of parallel wires or a network with finite Josephson coupling^[@CR8]^. In this case, the normal state properties such as the electronic density of states largely preserve their 1D character, while superconducting order parameter fluctuations are strongly suppressed^[@CR8]^. It is thus essential in our model to arrange our superconducting elements in an array, and not only tune the structure of the elements, but also to optimize the lateral spacing of the carbon elements within an array. Our work serves to predict the optimal carbon structure to achieve high temperature superconductivity theoretically, but leaves the question open on how to realize such an optimized structures experimentally^[@CR9]^. However, since the discovery of superconductivity in 1911 high temperature superconductivity has only been observed in a comparatively small number of materials^[@CR1],[@CR10],[@CR11]^, and therefore our theoretical approach to optimize the electron phonon coupling by tuning structural modifications starting from a known structure may lead to novel approaches to fabricate tailor-made superconductors.

Low-dimensional carbon structures have been realized in the form of graphene^[@CR12]^, buckyballs^[@CR13]^, nanobelts^[@CR14]^, carbon nanotubes^[@CR5]^, and most recently in the form of single atom chains of carbon atoms (carbyne)^[@CR15]^. The electron phonon coupling and superconductivity of those carbon structures are still hot research topics^[@CR16]--[@CR19]^. The carbyne has attracted considerable interest due to the theoretical prediction of its extremely high tensile strength, Debye temperature and stiffness that breaks all previous records of other known materials so far^[@CR15],[@CR20]^. Apart from this, the high Debye temperature of the carbyne may be able to activate high temperature superconductivity. Its fabrication is extremely difficult, although a recent breakthrough has demonstrated the feasibility^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^. Linear carbyne chains have been predicted to be metallic below 500 K with a structure that consists of repeating double bonds (β-carbyne or cumulene), which transforms above 500 K into the semiconducting α-carbyne (polyyne) with alternating single and triple bonds via a Peierls transition^[@CR15]^. The unusual fact that the metallic phase occurs here at lower temperature provides hope to use such carbyne chains in the future as one-dimensional building blocks in a quasi-one-dimensional bulk single crystalline structure, in which the carbyne chains are arranged in parallel to form an array.

We use ab-initio density functional calculations to derive the electronic band diagram, dispersion relationship of phonons and the density of states of electrons and phonons by the GGA functional (CASTEP)^[@CR21],[@CR22]^ in Materials Studio 7. Instead of calculating the superconducting critical temperature directly from Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory, which in case of 1D superconducting materials may become inaccurate, we use a phenomenological scale factor approach. Please refer to the 'Methods' section of this paper for all the details. Basically, the final form of the BCS *T* ~c~-formula requires a constant DOS as a function of electron energy. However, this is valid only if the Debye temperature is small compared to the range over which the DOS varies significantly. In case of 1D materials this assumption is in many cases not justified, because of the presence of narrow peak-like structures associated with Van Hove singularities in the electronic density of states. Therefore, fundamental assumptions of the BCS *T* ~c~-formula become violated. Starting from the known elementary superconducting material represented by arrays of 4 angstrom carbon nanotubes, we gradually modify the structure via a carbon ring, various 1D carbyne structures with and without kinks, towards a kink structured novel type of carbon ring, while optimizing the superconducting transition temperature until a maximum transition temperature of 115 K is found. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates our journey towards a phonon mediated high temperature superconductivity in these carbon structures. We investigate how the different parameters, like bond angle or bond length, but also the separation in a bulk structures formed by arrays of such low dimensional elements affect the superconducting transition temperature.Figure 1The journey of designing a 115 K superconductor. The various types of carbon materials are shown and labelled as Sample A to G, respectively. Sample A is an infinitely long (4,2) SWCNT (only 3 repeating units are shown). The kink angles of Sample B and C are 60 degree and is reduced to 10 degrees in Sample F. Sample D and E are the infinitely long linear carbon chains with the trivial kink angle of 0 degree. The bond lengths of Sample A, B, C, D are 143 pm. In contrast, the bond distances of Sample E, F, G, are 134 pm. Each sample in the simulation contains about 100 atoms except Sample A, D and F. The ratio of branch length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the *T* ~c~ of the various carbon structures we have investigated. The theoretical *T* ~c~ of the (4,2) SWCNT arrays is \~15 K. Here a scale factor derived from the gap and *T* ~c~ values of either Al, Ta, Hg, Mo, Ga, Pb, In or Sn in combination with the intermediate step of the sample D was used, as described in detail in the Methods section. It is consistent to the experimental *T* ~c~ of the 4 angstrom SWCNT (Sample A) at 15 K^[@CR5]^ and provides an indirect proof of the curvature-independent scale factor. On the other hand, the theoretical *T* ~c~ of the (5,0) SWCNT is \~9 K with help of the scale factors again as shown in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. *Rw*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The (4,2) and (5,0) SWCNT with the Debye temperature of 1000 K are used. We compare the accuracy between the McMillian method and scale factor approach in the 1D regime. We estimate the electron phonon scattering term of the (4,2) and (5,0) SWCNT from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In experimental work on superconducting SWCNT arrays grown in AlPO~4~-5 zeolite matrices containing a mixture of nanotubes with different chiralities with mostly (4,2) and (5,0) SWCNT^[@CR5]^, the measured onset *T* ~c~ at 15 K is thus likely attributed to the (4,2) SWCNT, in contrast to what has been proposed previously^[@CR26]^, and the sharper downturns of resistance at \~7 K at zero magnetic field^[@CR5]^ is likely triggered by the onset of superconducting fluctuations in the (5,0) nanotubes, which dramatically enhances the transverse Josephson coupling within the array, and thus triggers a transition towards a three-dimensional bulk superconducting state within the array. The electronic energy band diagrams of the SWCNT using a built-in coordinate system are metallic as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. At a first glance, this contradicts to earlier work on individual nanotubes where a bandgap was found for (4,2) nanotubes^[@CR26]^. However, the difference originates from the arrangement of the nanotubes within a hexagonal array with weak transverse coupling. The 0.12 eV indirect band gap of the (4,2) SWCNT in the separation of \~1.5 nm computed by "Quantum ESPRESSO" is suppressed by lateral coupling as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The valence and conduction bands are clearly overlapped if the (4,2) SWCNTs are spaced by \~0.7 nm. The center-to-center distance of \~0.7 nm corresponds to the wall-to-wall distance of \~0.3 nm, which is still much larger than single bond length, and therefore we do not expect any extra covalent bond forms laterally across the tubes^[@CR27]^. The metal-semiconductor transition point may occur at the center-to-center distance of \~1.13 nm, roughly based on the linear interpolation of two band edges as a function of tube-to-tube separations.Figure 2The energy band diagrams of the hexagonal arrays of (4,2) and (5,0) SWCNT. Both show a metallic character. The center-to-center separation of the SWCNT is \~0.7nm. The Fermi-level was adjusted to 0eV for better readability. Figure 3The local band structures of (4,2) SWCNTs in the center-to-center separation of \~0.7nm and \~1.5nm, respectively. The tube-to-tube interaction triggers a semiconductor to metal transition.

When graphene is rolled into the form of nanotubes, radial and tangential components of the atomic spring constants need to be considered. The out-of-plane vibration of the carbon is neglected, because there are no nearest neighbors along the radial axis. As a result, the tangential vibration is weakened by a sinusoidal factor, causing the typical phonon softening found in low dimensional materials. The slower lattice vibration allows longer electron-phonon scattering times, causing a *T* ~c~ is enhancement. For instance, the *T* ~c~ of 1D Pb nanowires (or Sn nanowires) is enhanced by a factor of \~1.6 compared to the bulk *T* ~c~ by this surface phonon softening effect^[@CR28],[@CR29]^.

Sample B is produced by shortening the armchair SWCNT to one repeating unit in the larger diameter of 2.3 nm that shows a remarkable effect on *T* ~c~ which is increased to 52 K. The main reason is that the DOS (E~F~) of Sample B is \~10 times larger than for Sample A as displayed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. One might question the validity of our scale factor approach (see Methods section for details) when the SWCNT is shortened to a carbon ring. However, the Debye temperature of the carbon chain is even higher than the SWCNT^[@CR30],[@CR31]^, and therefore using the scale factor to predict the *T* ~c~ of the carbon nanowire is even more accurate. In the absence of phonon softening due to curvature, the electron phonon coupling is lowered^[@CR23],[@CR28],[@CR32]^, and therefore unfolding the Sample B to Sample C lowers *T* ~c~ by 1.5 times. Removal of the kinks leads to Sample D with a 23 K *T* ~c~. This is also explained by the loss of local curvature, which weakens the electron phonon coupling. However, the curvature is not the only parameter we can tune in order to optimize *T* ~c~ ^[@CR15],[@CR20]^. Indeed, if we decrease the bond length from 143 pm to 134 pm, as demonstrated in Sample E, the predicted *T* ~c~ is enhanced tremendously from 23 K to 81 K. The calculation based on the scale factor approach is illustrated in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.Figure 4The electronic density of states (DOS) per atom in different samples. The DOS at Fermi level of Sample A is much lower than for any other sample. The DOS of the Sample B and C are assumed to be identical because of the weak global curvature. Table 4The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ratio of branch length *R* ~B~ in Sample F equals to 3. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the DOS is shifted to lower energies when the kink angle is increased from 10 to 50 degrees, except for the case of 60 degrees. The sharpness of the DOS distribution decreases with increasing kink angle owing to a denser particle concentration. It stimulates us to investigate the dependence of *T* ~c~ of Sample F as a function of the kink angle. We observe that *T* ~c~ becomes optimized at 10 degrees (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Two effects are competing. On one hand, the electron phonon coupling benefits dramatically from the local curvature^[@CR28],[@CR32]^. On the other hand, the electron phonon coupling is weakened by the loss of electronic density of states^[@CR33]^. The effect of the local curvature is not sufficient to compensate the effect of the DOS for large kink angles, and hence *T* ~c~ becomes significantly reduced beyond 10 degrees. As the carbon ring (Sample G) consists of \~100 atoms only, the tilt angle between the adjacent atoms is about 360/100 = 3.6 degrees which is \~8 times smaller than the (4,2) SWCNT. The few degrees of curvature do not amend the electronic band diagram and the electronic DOS remarkably^[@CR23]^, as demonstrated in the Methods section. Modifying the lattice vibrations is sufficient to dramatically tune *T* ~c~ of such weakly-curved low-dimensional carbon-based superconductors^[@CR23]^. As a result, we use the electronic band diagram and the electronic DOS obtained from the linear carbon chain to model a carbon ring in the following. If Sample F is finally bent to form a ring structure of diameter of 4.2 nm (Sample G), *T* ~c~ becomes optimized and reaches a value as large as 115 K. The *T* ~c~ is thus enhanced by a factor of 1.3.Figure 5The electronic density of states (DOS) per atom in Sample F as a function of kink angle. The Fermi-level, which is adjusted to 0 eV, coincides with the van Hove singularity in the DOS at zero degrees. Figure 6The *T* ~c~ of the Sample F as a function of kink angle. The *T* ~c~ is increased to 88K after the kink is bent to 10 degree. However, a dramatic reduction of *T* ~c~ occurs at larger kink angles.

Another interesting phenomenon is observed in the coupled linear carbon nanowires (Sample E) as shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The *T* ~c~ remains constant for chain separations exceeding 1.2 nm. However the *T* ~c~ is suppressed due to the lateral coupling, because the DOS(E~F~) of the coupled nanowires are significantly reduced for intra-chain distances of less than 7 nm (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). However, there may exist an opportunity to increase *T* ~c~ in the presence of strong chain-to-chain couplings in 1D chains of materials with larger atomic numbers, because the larger atomic number of the element, the stronger the Coulomb attraction the material generates.Figure 7The *T* ~c~ of the laterally coupled carbon chains (Sample E) as a function of chain-to-chain separation. Figure 8The electronic density of states of the coupled arrays of Sample E at various lateral coupling strengths. The sharpness of the DOS peaks rapidly decays at close chain density within the array.

The simulation of the coupled chains is tremendously important, because the low dimensionality of the isolated kink structural carbon ring would cause strong phase slip events along the chain, and thus should cause finite resistance at all temperatures in the superconducting state^[@CR6]^ unless the rings are coupled laterally via the Josephson effect^[@CR28]^. According to recent theoretical and experimental work^[@CR5],[@CR8],[@CR34],[@CR35]^, a dimensional crossover towards a three-dimensional bulk superconducting state in cylindrical superconducting nanowire arrays triggered by the transverse Josephson effect is possible. This dimensional transition should be unaffected by the curvature, which only influences the critical temperature where the Cooper pairs form. The coherence length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${v}_{F}$$\end{document}$ is Fermi velocity^[@CR33]^. If the carbon rings are arranged on top of each other with a ring-to-ring distance along the axial direction of 1.2 nm, a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless-like (BKT) transition^[@CR36]^ is likely able to trigger the dimensional crossover from 1D to 3D^[@CR8]^, because the coherence length exceeds the ring-to-ring separation. As a result, the global phase coherence in the coupled kink structural carbon ring is expected to establish a true bulk superconducting zero resistance state at finite temperature^[@CR8],[@CR28]^. However, the strength of phase fluctuations causing phase slip events will depend crucially on the Josephson coupling between the rings, and it is unclear whether there would remain a large separation between *T* ~c~ (where the Cooper pairs form in the individual rings) and the temperature (*T* ~BKT~) below which global phase coherence and thus zero resistance occurs. We compare the electron phonon coupling of the sample F obtained from the well accepted formula, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${T}_{c}^{scale}$$\end{document}$ is observed in the SWCNT array. If the diameter is reduced to one atom thickness only, as in the case of a carbon chain, we expect the error to increase further. In view of this, the formation of Cooper pairs in sample E at 81 K is likely more reasonable. The average phonon frequencies of the samples are shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. The absolute value of the phonon frequency is not important in the scale factor approach, which requires a ratio of phonon frequencies only.Table 6Phonon frequencies of the various carbon structures.SampleABCDEFG\<ω\> (THz)365.51221272615

Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} shows the reduction of *T* ~c~ for large diameter rings. The smaller ring provides a higher *T* ~c~ due to the curvature-induced phonon softening. All our attempts to increase the *T* ~c~ beyond our predicted 115 K failed so far. For example, reducing the radius of the kink structural carbon ring would reinforce the phonon softening. However, the electron phonon coupling is weaker if the nanowire becomes too short^[@CR37]^. Our 115 K ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda  \sim 25$$\end{document}$) prediction thus appears to be the optimal *T* ~c~ value, although there may exist more complex carbon structure that could push this high temperature superconductor limit in carbon based structures further. In the end it will be the experimental realization of such a carbon ring array structure, which may or may not confirm our theoretical prediction.Table 7The *T* ~c~ of the kink structural carbon ring for various ring diameters.Total number of atoms in Sample GSuperconducting transition temperature/K1001151309617090

A final issue to discuss is whether or not there would be a Peierls transition at finite temperature, which would destroy our dream of a novel carbon-based high temperature superconductor irrevocably. The linear carbon chain indeed transforms from the metallic β-carbyne (cumulene) with repeating double bonds to the semiconducting α-carbyne (polyyne) with alternating single and triple bonds at 500 K due to a Peierls-type of transition^[@CR15],[@CR20]^. However, such linear carbon chains represent a very unusual case, where the Peierls distortion occurs in the high temperature phase, while below 500 K the metallic phase is stable. Although carbon nanotube and graphene show bond distances of 143 pm^[@CR5],[@CR12]^, the bond length of 143 pm in the carbon nanowire is likely impossible unless it is strained. Both Monte Carlo simulation and DFT calculation provide theoretical evidence that show relaxed bond lengths of carbon nanowires of \~134 pm and \~127 pm, respectively^[@CR20],[@CR38]^, even though the two simulation methods are entirely different. Hence the bond distance of the nanowire at \~130 pm is within our expectation. Needless to say, nano-devices operating at room temperature based on semiconductor junctions open tremendous opportunities in daily-life applications, and the possibility to tune the semiconducting gap of low-dimensional carbon structure in a similar manner as our approach of tailoring a high temperature carbon based superconductor appears equivalently exciting. As we will discuss in the following, it is indeed dependent on tiny details, whether or not the ground state of the materials is semi- or superconducting^[@CR15]^. We attempt to modify the electronic band structure of cumulene in order to trigger the metal to semiconductor transition at 300 K. Indeed, the local curvature of the carbon nanowire can open a tiny band gap as demonstrated in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}. This phenomenon is observed similarly in ultrathin silicon nanowires in which the band gap of silicon nanowires increases with decreasing diameter^[@CR39]^. The optical band gap of the kink structured carbon nanowire is unlikely due to a Peierls transition. Despite the branches regroup the collective lattice spacing from a geometrical point of view at all kink angles, the electrons may not follow quantum-mechanically, because the band gap of the carbon chains is entirely suppressed with a strong curvature. Figure [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows that the band gap of the carbon chain is larger if the kink density is smaller and presumably decreases the particle density. However, the minimum kink angle triggering the return of the metallic phase is influenced by the local curvature. The minimum kink angle can be smaller under the stronger local curvature in the compressed Sample C. The superconducting ground state we predicted previously is thus possible, but our discussion above also demonstrates the subtle balance between the different structural parameters (local and global curvature, bond lengths, intra-chain separation within an array) influencing the electronic properties in these low-dimensional carbon structures, and how tiny variations in this balance can lead to entirely different electronic ground states. In the end it will be the experimental realization of these structures who will entirely reveal their potential for electronic applications. Fortunately, there has been a recent breakthrough in the fabrications of individual cumulene chains^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^, which suggests that the experimental realization of single crystalline bulk samples may be possible in the near future.Figure 10The band gap of Sample F and the "compressed" Sample C as a series of kink angles. Here the bond length of the Sample C is compressed to 134pm. Figure 11The band diagram of the Sample F at 50 degrees kink angle (left) and of the compressed Sample C at 40 degrees kink angle (right). The red lines correspond to the shifted Fermi levels.
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The energy gap can then be expressed as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V(r)$$\end{document}$ is the lattice potential as a function of special position. The electric fields emitted from the face centers, body center or kink structure in different materials is resolved into orthogonal directions before solving the Schrodinger equation of the electrons. We abbreviate$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The electronic band diagram, dispersion relationship of phonons and the density of states of electrons and phonons are calculated by the GGA functional (CASTEP)^[@CR21],[@CR22]^ in Materials Studio 7 (unless otherwise specified). The energy cut-off point and tolerance are 200 eV and 10 µeV, respectively. The 3D time-independent Schrödinger equation of electrons is solved by the method of separation of variables^[@CR33]^. The potential energy *U* in each direction is summed up to 100 unit cells in the Schrödinger equation. The percentage change in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\sum _{1}^{100}U-\sum _{1}^{99}U}{\sum _{1}^{100}U}$$\end{document}$ is about 0.1% and therefore it can be regarded as an infinitely large system. In other word, the size effect on the electronic band structure and density of states is negligible. For circular materials, the attractive force acting on the electrons is modified due to the change of the effective atomic number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Bloch theorem states that the wavefunctions of electron $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Before we implement the *T* ~c~ of the kink structural carbon nanowire, we have checked carefully that the scale factor does not depend on the lattice structure and curvature. We present the accuracy of the scale factor approach as shown in Tables [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} & [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}. We define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the next step we apply this method to calculate the *T* ~c~ of arrays of 4 Ångstrom SWCNT, which are formed from hexagonal structure in the presence of curvature. A SWCNT can be produced by rolling graphene into the shape of a tube. The phonon wavefunction in a SWCNT $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({K}_{x}^{planar},{K}_{y}^{planar})$$\end{document}$ of the upper and lower repeating units are resolved into the *x* and *y* axis, respectively.Figure 12(**a**) Two types of repeating units of graphene. (**b**) The structure of graphene.

As the bond length of graphene is about 143 pm, we make use of the GGA functional^[@CR21],[@CR22]^ in the CASTEP to simulate the dispersion curve and the phonon density of states in the linear carbon chain to interpret the vibrational frequency, considering the same bond distance of 143 pm. The four nearest carbon atoms along the reference carbon nanowire are grouped to form a linear repeating unit with the known dimensionless spring constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\sqrt{({K}_{x}^{planar}{K}_{x}^{planar}+{K}_{y}^{planar}{K}_{y}^{planar})}}{{K}_{x}^{linear}}$$\end{document}$. Based on classical mass-spring approach, the vibrational frequency of the graphene is presumably interpretable and therefore the approximated phonon wavefunction in graphene can be estimated^[@CR41]^. The approximated wavefunction of the SWCNT is determined in combination with the concept of surface phonon softening due to the curvature. About 13 atoms along the armchair path (4,2) form a loop in the SWCNT, which means that the tilt angle between the adjacent atoms is 360/13 = 27.6 degrees. Another relative spring constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\omega }_{p}$$\end{document}$ is not obtained from the phonon dispersion. The electronic band diagram and the electronic density of states of the SWCNT are also computed by the GGA functional in the CASTEP without making extra connection to the graphene and carbon nanowire.

The potential energy in the Schrodinger equation of electrons is found by projecting the electric fields onto the orthogonal directions again^[@CR41]^. The (5,0) SWCNT is managed in a similar manner. Finally, the theoretical *T* ~c~ values of the (4,2) and (5,0) SWCNT arrays can be determined.

The main interest in this article is to predict the *T* ~c~ of various cumulene carbon chains with different structural arrangements in the form of kinks. The electronic density of states of the carbon chain is simulated by the GGA functional in the Dmol^3^ package^[@CR42],[@CR43]^. Following the above technique to resolve the electric fields coupling to the electrons in the kink structural carbon chain, the solution of the time-independent Schrodinger equation of electrons can be determined. We will draw a parallel between the kink structural carbon chain and linear carbon chain with the same bond distance in order to determine the phonon wavefunction in the kink-structural carbon chain and the *T* ~c~ as well. We will make use of the surface phonon softening^[@CR32]^ to estimate the *T* ~c~ when it is returned to circular shape. The predicted *T* ~c~ of the Sample B, C, D, E, F and G will be obtained by utilizing a scale factor of Al, Ta, Hg, Mo, Ga, Pb, In, Sn or the (4,2) SWCNT respectively, to ensure all predicted *T* ~c~ values are almost identical, despite it is scaled by different materials, different lattice structures and different curvatures. The isolated carbon chain refers to the lateral chain-to-chain separation of 1340 pm. We do not substitute the physical quantities into the conclusive equation of BCS theory directly^[@CR33]^, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta =\frac{\hslash {\omega }_{D}}{\sinh [1/DOS({E}_{F})V]}$$\end{document}$, because we suspect that this conclusive formula may not work in some 1D materials with high Debye frequency. The formula is obtained by considering the finite integral of the electron energy up to the Debye frequency. If the 1D material contains extremely narrow peaks in the DOS, the difference between the DOS(*E* ~F~) and DOS(*E* ~F~ + d*E*) may become very large, and hence the formula likely becomes inapplicable. As a test, the prediction of *T* ~c~ in the SWCNT is still accurate if we start from the original BCS pairing Hamiltonian without taking the mentioned approximations. The accuracy of the transfer function is acceptable for Tantalum and SWCNTs, because the Debye temperature is much higher than the superconducting transition temperature. If the Debye energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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